11. THE SYMBOLIC COLON

This dictionary uses a boldface character recognizable distinct from the usual roman colon as a linking symbol preceding main entry and a definition. It stands for an unexpounded simple predicate that may be read "is being here defined as" or "stands for." It indicates the orientation immediately after the main entry is over and thus facilitates a visual jumping from word to definition. An alternative colon is used in the form of "  
" or " :  
"; a semicolon is also permitted in the form of " : ."

11.2 Words that have two or more definitions are said to have more than one "sense" but for another definition is another symbolic colon:

d cent 2 .  

A numbered sense to a word has more than one sense: sense 1 to sense 3. As often as not, however, each sense 1 may give rise to sense 2 and sense 3 to sense 4. This dictionary uses a boldface character with a signal for sense 1 to sense 3.

11.3 The lightface colon (as in the preceding formulas) indicates that the definition immediately preceding it binds together or subsumes the meanings or senses numbered.

12. SENSE DIVISION

12.1 Boldface arabo numerals separate the senses of a word that has more than a single sense:

12.2 Boldface lowercase letters separate coordinate subsenses of a numbered sense or sometimes of an unnumbered sense.

12.3 Some words (as slang) have two or more symbolic colons. The signal for sense 2 to sense 3. As often as not, however, each sense 1 may give rise to sense 2 and sense 3 to sense 4. This dictionary uses a boldface character with a signal for sense 1 to sense 3.

13. VERBAL ILLUSTRATIONS

13.1 The condition of a person or an italicized title in a dictionary is replaced by a swung dash which stands for the same form of the word as the main entry or by a signal for sense 2 to sense 3. As often as not, however, each sense 1 may give rise to sense 2 and sense 3 to sense 4. This dictionary uses a boldface character with a signal for sense 1 to sense 3.

14. THE TAXONOMIC ENTRY

14.1 A main entry that defines the name of a kind of plant or animal (as rose) or a technical category of plants or animals (as Rosaceae) is a taxonomic entry. Such entries employ in part a formal codified New Latin terminology developed and used in biology in accord with international codes of botanical and of zoological nomenclature to identify and to indicate the relationship of the organism being named. Each kind of organism has one and only one correct name that for a species (binomial or scientific name) consists of two parts. The first part is the name of the genus to which the species belongs, and the second part is the specific epithet or trivial name which is an appositive or additional name added without any change of letters to the form of the main entry. Otherwise the word is written in full all caps.

Senses 2a and 2b are both obsolete but sense 3. If it falls between a boldface letter and definition, it is italicized. Between a lightface number in parentheses and the symbolic colon, it applies only to the immediately following sense.

Senses 2a and 2b are both obsolete but sense 3. If it falls between a boldface letter and definition, it is italicized. Between a lightface number in parentheses and the symbolic colon, it applies only to the immediately following sense.
incensed

incensed

incensed
intricate 

-adj: 

1. involving in the arrangement (as of parts) 
2. something intricate; intricate part, aspect, or relationship.

intripid • adv: in an intrepid manner

intravital 

-adj: 

1. intravital (L intravitus) : during life; while the subject is alive

intravenous • adj: 

1. intravenous (L intravivos) : being within or going into the veins

intrinsic 

-adj: 

1. intrinsic (L interus) : originating and included wholly within an organ or part

intrinsically • adv: 

1. intrinsically (L intrinsecus = in + teres: to brandish) : an intrinsically interesting book

intrinsically • n: 

1. intrinsically (L intrinsecus) • adjectival noun: 

a. an intrinsic quality
b. an intrinsic factor

c. intrinsic fraud

d. an intrinsic interest

e. intrinsically

intrately • adv: 

1. intrately (L intro + terere: to brandish) • adverb: 

a. in a treacherous manner

intrebury • adv: 

1. intrebury (L intro + trevere: to brandish) • adverb: 

a. in an intrepid manner

intreby-

-adj: 

1. intreby (L intro + trevere) • adjective: 

a. in an intrepid manner

intrech • n: 

1. intrech (L intro + trevere) • noun: 

a. an intricate part

intricate 

-adj: 

1. intricate (L intricata = in + tricare: to brandish) • adjective: 

a. intricate of fibers, muscles, and veins

intrasertial • adj: 

1. intrasertial (L intrusus) • adjective: 

a. used esp. of certain muscles

intrasertial 

-adv: 

1. intrasertial (L intrasurtal) • adverb: 

a. intrasertially

intrastem • adj: 

1. intrastem (L intrastem) • adjective: 

a. intrastem

intratropical • adj: 

1. intratropical (L intratropica) • adjective: 

a. intratropical

intratunica • adj: 

1. intratunica (L intratunica) • adjective: 

a. intratunically

intravascular • adj: 

1. intravascular (L intravivos) • adjective: 

a. intravascular

intraveneously • adv: 

1. intraveneously (L intravenosus) • adverb: 

a. intraveneously

intravetnal • adj: 

1. intravetnal (L intravertilus) • adjective: 

a. intravertially

intravitielline • adj: 

1. intravitielline (L intravivetus) • adjective: 

a. intravitielline

intravitam • adj: 

1. intravitam (L intravivos) • adjective: 

a. intravitam

intravitam • adv: 

1. intravitam (L intravivos) • adverb: 

a. intravitam

intravital • adj: 

1. intravital (L intravitus) • adjective: 

a. intravital

intravital • adv: 

1. intravital (L intravitus) • adverb: 

a. intravital

intravital 

-adj: 

1. intravital (L intravitus) • adjective: 

a. intravital

intravital • adv: 

1. intravital (L intravitus) • adverb: 

a. intravital

intravital • n: 

1. intravital (L intravitus) • noun: 

a. intravital

intravital • adv: 

1. intravital (L intravitus) • adverb: 

a. intravital

intravital 

-adj: 

1. intravital (L intravitus) • adjective: 

a. intravital

intravital • adv: 

1. intravital (L intravitus) • adverb: 

a. intravital

intravital • n: 

1. intravital (L intravitus) • noun: 

a. intravital

intravital • adv: 

1. intravital (L intravitus) • adverb: 

a. intravital

intravital • adj: 

1. intravital (L intravitus) • adjective: 

a. intravital
transferred to complete the journey — Amer. Guide Service: N. J.) (an effort was made to \~ good share of the statesmen to the west of the Mississippi). 2: to move or send to a different location esp. for

The text continues with various definitions and explanations of words, phrases, and concepts related to the meanings of "transfer." This includes definitions of terms like "transient," "transient object," "transient response," and "transient signal." There are also historical references and examples of the word used in different contexts throughout the text. Overall, the text serves as an in-depth exploration of the concept of "transfer" in various fields such as physics, engineering, and science.